FORBIDDEN JOURNEY
province, apart from the support lent by Red troops in 1934,
they could only be observed indirectly, for the technical
advisers were covered by the native authorities. Thus there
were times when the local press embarked on a campaign
of atheistical propaganda, using all the arguments employed
at Tashkent. Whether the Soviets desired to help in the
creation of an Uighur Socialist Republic in Sinkiang, only
time would show.
I found by experience that it was not very easy to leave
Sinkiang. Each one of the muleteers we engaged had to get
a passport with a photograph, and a Chinese Customs
officer came twice to make an inventory of our belongings
before we were ourselves free to leave. Our passports were
only returned to us bearing visas in Chinese after a fortnight.
"We wanted to be sure/' said the new taotai by way of
excuse, "that Fu Lei-ming and his companion Ma Ya Na
would not leave before the great banquet that is being given
this evening in their honour/9
And as every consulate went by whatever time happened
to suit it, Mr. Hsu, who was inviting us to the banquet, was
at pains to give us his time.
An Original Banquet.
The banquet took place in one of the properties recently
confiscated by the State. The guests arrived towards night-
fall and were received, each one, with a flourish of trumpets
that set the walls trembling and our horses rearing. At the
end of a large geometrically-laid-out orchard two long tables
stood on a platform painted sky-blue. The first was covered
with tea-glasses, fruit, sweetmeats and cigarettes. Earlier
arrivals sat at it waiting till everyone was in.
The various guests were accompanied each by a numerous
bodyguard. Kashgar was like Harbin in that the weirdest
rumours were ceaselessly being hatched out and everybody
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